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Bute was a pioneer American film animator and one of the first female experimental
filmmakers. Her specialty was visual music, and she made several short, abstract films
for which she originally chose classical music accompaniment by such composers as
Bach.
-Program notes courtesy of the composer

Illinois State University
College of Fine Arts
School of Music

Pretense (prēˌtens,prēˈtens)
Noun
1) An attempt to make something that is not the case true.
“The piece’s pretense was that an ensemble comprised of amplified soprano voice, tenor
saxophone, and two tubas was balanced.”
2)

A claim, especially a false or ambitious one.
“Her pretense was that by the end of the piece, they will be an ensemble.”
-Program notes courtesy of the composer

__________________________________________________

Biography:
Normal Music Ensemble is student-run, new music ensemble founded at Illinois State
University in Fall 2015. The primary goals of NME are to provide students with an
opportunity to perform new chamber works and expose the community to new music.
Special thanks to our faculty advisor Dr. Joshua Keeling, facilities manager Tim
Schachtschnieder, and the School of Music faculty for everything they have done to
make this concert a reality.

Normal Music Ensemble
__________________________________________________

Normal Music Ensemble:
Larkin Babbitt, cello
Michael Basile, saxophone
Laura Bass, double bass
Lauren Bobarski, percussion
Devin Cano, saxophone
Derek Carter, artistic director, coach, conductor
Brian Do, clarinet
Francis Favis, percussion
Alex Finley, tuba
Alex Foote, viola
Elliot Godinez, percussion
Chris Gumban, trombone
Sean Hack, coach, trumpet
Jordan Harvey, trombone
Matt James, percussion
Matt Jewell, bassoon

Mitchell Jones, tuba
Katie Klipstein, percussion
Mallory Konstans, coach, percussion
Casey Laughlin, trumpet
David Merz, oboe
Cassie Metz, flute
Arturo Montano, bassoon
Rachel Miller, violin
Lisa Ourada, violin
Rachel Pinto, piano
Marissa Poel, clarinet
Nelson Ruiz, horn
Nicco Shorten, percussion
Melody Sylvester, soprano
Gabrielle VanDril, violin
Cassie Wieland, clarinet
Benjamin Wyland, flute
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October 29, 2015
Thursday Evening
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This is the forty-sixth program of the 2015-2016 season.

Program
Please turn off electronic devices for the duration of the concert. Thank you.
from Octet for Winds (1923)
1. Sinfonia (Lento – Allegro moderato)
3. Finale (Sempre

(1872-1971)

= 116, Tempo giusto)

from Quartet, Op.22 (1928)
1. Sehr Mäßig
Fratres (1977)

Igor Stravinsky

Anton Webern
(1883-1945)

Arvo Pärt
(born 1935)

Escape (2014)

Drew Worden
(born 1988)

Pretense* (2015)

Laura Schwartz

*World Premiere
Stravinsky was already a well-known composer in 1923, famous, perhaps even
infamous, for his three magnificent collaborations with the Ballet Russe in Paris in the
early 1900s. The onset of World War I radically changed the music scene in Paris and
Stravinsky's works from this time reflect that change. Scored for flute, clarinet, two
bassoons, two trumpets in A and C, and tenor and bass trombones, this Octet
represents an entirely new, neoclassical direction in Stravinsky's composition.
Although many attribute the choice of so few instruments to the tragic aftermath of the
war, necessitating economical scoring, economy did not require this particular choice of
instrumentation. He could just as easily have chosen to write for eight strings.
Stravinsky was striving for extreme clarity of timbre and texture. He felt that the sound
of eight string instruments would make the overall sound more blended, and
amorphous blend is exactly what he was trying to avoid. He wanted to move away
from the emotional excesses in Romantic music. Choosing extremely unusual
instrumentation and confining himself to classical forms helped him distance the work
from emotionalism.
-Program notes courtesy of Silicon Valley Symphony
Webern’s Op. 22, Quartet for Violin, Clarinet, Tenor Saxophone, and Piano, was first
conceived in September 1928. A detailed account of its creation is found in Anton von
Webern: A Chronicle of His Life and Work, by Hans and Rosaleen Moldenhauer.

According to their narrative, Webern wrote to his publisher, “I have turned again to a
new work: a concerto for violin, clarinet, horn, piano, and string orchestra—in the
spirit of some of Bach’s Brandenburg concertos.” He outlined in his sketchbook a
three-movement work with themes inspired by several Austrian locations apparently
having personal significance. The following year, a letter to Alban Berg indicated that
the work was nearing completion, and had changed its form and instrumentation and
length—two movements, rather than three—to that of the work that would eventually
be published.
Webern was distracted by other projects and did not complete the quartet until
September of 1930. It was performed shortly thereafter in Vienna, to harsh abuse from
music critics. Webern’s fellow composers of the Second Viennese School, however,
deemed it a masterpiece. Berg wrote, “This Quartet is a miracle. What amazes me
above all is its originality. One can assert with confidence that there is nothing in the
entire world of music production that attains even approximately such a degree of
originality, i.e. a full hundred percent.” Schoenberg called it “fabulous.”
-Program notes courtesy of Bret Pimentel
From this work (Fratres) [originally scored for string quintet and wind quintet] have
come a number of further expressions of the material for various performing forces and all titled Fratres. The first of these offspring was a set of variations for violin and
piano on the theme of the original Fratres, commissioned by the 1980 Salzburg Festival
and premiered by its dedicatees, Gidon and Elena Kremer. [Other versions have been
scored for strings and percussion, with and without solo violin, for wind octet and
percussion, for string quartet, and for eight cellos.] The six-bar theme is repeated - with
a characteristic minimalist emphasis on patterning - and moved to new tonal levels,
mostly by thirds. Its melodic structure is developed by gradually adding on new
extensions.
The materials are clear and the mechanics transparent, but the effect is far from
simplistic. "I have discovered that it is enough when a single note is beautifully played,"
Pärt commented at the time. "This one note, or a moment of silence, comforts me. I
work with very few elements - with one voice, with two voices. I build with the most
primitive materials - with the triad, with one specific tonality. The three notes of a triad
are like bells. And that is why I call it tintinnabulation."
-Program notes courtesy of John Henken
This work was written for “Im-Pulse Image Percussion” at the Eastman School of
Music. “Im-Pulse Image Percussion” features the Eastman Percussion Ensemble and
Professor of Percussion Michael Burritt performing new works to accompany short
animated features produced by filmmaker Mary Ellen Bute in the 1930s and new films
created by Rochester-based filmmaker Stephanie Maxwell. The program is a project of
the University of Rochester’s UCIS (University Committee for Interdisciplinary Studies)
Cluster on Music and Film and was curated by Reinhild Steingröver, chair of Eastman’s
Humanities Department.

